Who gets a job after graduation? Factors affecting the early career employment chances of higher education graduates in Poland
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The massification of higher education in Poland means that many students choose this educational pathway to improve their chances for a good job. Therefore, the labour market outcomes of graduates provide an important perspective for future students, higher education institutions, as well as decision makers at the national level. The Polish Graduate Tracking System (ELA), based on administrative data, is designed to monitor graduates’ outcomes in the labour market by type of studies, higher education institution, as well as individual curricula. Results of the first two years of graduate tracking show that the outcomes vary by study area, but also change over time. While in the first months after graduation, aspects such as prior experience in the labour market and place of residence have a substantial effect on employment chances, in the longer run, they lose their importance relative to other factors.
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In the past three decades, the education system in Poland, including higher education, has undergone significant changes. At the beginning of the 1990s, only about 10% of youth completing upper secondary school were admitted to university each year and the Polish higher education institutions were considered elitist. Today, over half of each year’s upper secondary school graduating class pursues higher education studies, and the net enrolment ratio reached around 40% in the middle of the 2000s and has remained at that level ever since (GUS, 2015).
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The “massification” of higher education has induced a vivid public debate in recent years, pointing out the need to assess the quality of the ever more accessible tertiary education. This phenomenon has had many consequences. Among others, it reduced the labour market advantage of higher education graduates. Higher education ceased to guarantee a good labour market position. The labour market outcomes failed to satisfy the raised aspirations of many young people leaving higher education institutions. The increasing number of graduates led to a rising number of unemployed among them. All this has sparked a discussion between many stakeholders on the quality of higher education in Poland and created a need for developing a nation-wide graduate tracking programme.

The discussion in Poland echoes the developments in OECD countries. Participation in tertiary education increased in almost all OECD countries in the late 1990s (OECD, 2005). In the context of higher education expansion, the transition from higher education institutions to the labour market is becoming a topic of attention, as new cohorts of recent graduates may have greater difficulties in finding a first “good” job compared to young people in the past. The transition period between education and work is lengthening and transition patterns are becoming less defined and less certain (OECD, 1999; 2000). Understanding the university-to-work transition is vital to improve the efficiency of the use of resources spent on higher education. At the same time, there is little research concerning the transition process of European university graduates, partially due to the poor availability of adequate longitudinal data (Salas-Velasco, 2007). The majority of research in this area is based on survey data, for example the CHEERS project investigating the transition from the educational system to employment in nine European countries (Italy, Spain, France, Austria, Germany, Netherlands, UK, Finland, Norway). The results indicate that employability depends on the country’s economic situation, but also sex, age, and socio-economic background. The summary of the graduate tracking practices by Michael Gaebel, Kristina Hauschildt, Kai Mühleck, Hanne Smidt (2012) indicates that many EU countries engage in national-level graduate tracking on an occasional basis, while systematic tracking research is quite rare. In particular, combining data from higher education institutions and social security is possible from a legal perspective in Austria, Finland and – as of 2014 – in Poland.

The Polish Graduate Tracking System (ELA) introduced in Poland in 2014 creates new opportunities for research on the economic outcomes of higher education, understood as the employment and earnings of graduates. It utilises administrative records of the Social Insurance Institution containing detailed information on employment. Most notably, data are collected on a monthly basis, creating a rare opportunity to analyse early career trajectories month by month.

This paper investigates the factors affecting the employment chances of master’s degree holders who completed their education in 2014. This choice of subject is motivated by the fact that the vast majority of first cycle graduates (bachelor’s degree holders) continue education and do not yet intend to become economically active. The analysis relies on probit models, based on the unique data from the ELA system. The models explore various factors affecting graduates’ employment chances during two years after graduation. In order to explore the changing impact of the investigated factors on graduates’ employment, the study includes eight models, one for every three months.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly outline the education system in Poland, including the developments in the higher education area and overall situation of higher education graduates in the labour market. The
second section describes the methodology of the study. It consists of two subsections: (a) on the data coming in to the Polish Graduate Tracking System that are used in the study, (b) on the probit models’ specification. In section three, we present the results, while the final section presents the conclusions.

The higher education system in Poland and its labour market outcomes

The increase in the aspirations of young Poles was the most important social development driving the changes in higher education. As it was mentioned in the introduction, a greater share of secondary school leavers has been enrolling in higher education programmes. Following this trend, the number of students in higher education institutions rose rapidly from about 400,000 in the early 1990s to reach a peak in 2006 at the level of 1.93 million people. After 2006, the number of students started to fall, following demographic changes, i.e. a drop in the fertility level in Poland from over 2.0 in the early 1990s to 1.4 in 1999 (Kotowska, 2014). As a result, the number of persons in age group of 19–23 years started to gradually decline and the number of students in 2016 dropped to 1.35 million, with stable enrolment levels. The current number of students is still over four times that of the early 1990s.

The increase in academic enrolment was accompanied by significant changes in the entire system of higher education in Poland. Until 1990, all higher education institutions but one were state-owned, but a new Law on Higher Education in 1990 allowed private higher education institutions to be established, as well as paid part-time study programmes to be introduced in the public institutions. This led to an increase in the total number of students, in particular in part-time courses at private institutions. The trend started reversing in the early 2000s. Since 2002, the proportion of full-time students at public institutions has been gradually increasing again, as the result of, among others, demographic processes and the decline in the total number of students (Ministerstwo Nauki i Szkolnictwa Wyższego, 2013). In 2015, full-time students at public institutions made up 60% of all students ( Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 2015).

The rapid development of the paid higher education studies including both studies in private institutions as well as part-time studies in public institutions raised some concerns. One of them was the suspicion that the quality of education depends on the type of the institution (public vs. non-public) and the type of studies (full-time vs. part-time). It is argued that students of part-time programmes receive a lower quality education (Herbst and Rok, 2011). There are also concerns regarding equity, as students from privileged backgrounds are more likely to enrol in a state-subsidised programme at a public institution (Herbst and Rok, 2014). On the other hand, the emergence of private higher education institutions gave young people from rural areas and smaller towns access to higher education (Kotowska, Chłoń-Domińczak and Saczuk, 2014).

As a result of the above described processes, the share of young persons with higher education attainment in Poland tripled between 2002 and 2016, from 14.4% to 44.6%. Thanks to this rapid expansion, the share of young people with university degrees in Poland is now above the EU average (Figure 1). Poland is close to reaching the EU 2020 target on the share of persons aged 30–34 with higher education of 45%, which is above the EU target of 40%. This also means that the availability of “good” jobs becomes an issue not only for individuals, but also for higher education policy in Poland.

Due to relatively favourable labour market conditions, the unemployment rate among recent graduates in Poland is also lower than the EU average (Rokicka, Kłobuszewska,
Figure 1. Tertiary education attainment in Poland and EU-28, 30–34 age group.
Source: Eurostat.

Figure 2. Unemployment rate among recent graduates by type of education, moving average of quarterly data, 2010–2016.
Based on the Labour Force Survey data (GUS, 2017).
Palczyńska, Shapoval and Stasiowski, 2015). However, both public opinion and politicians are concerned about tertiary education graduates’ prospective employability. Although even in the years following the 2008 crisis, the Polish economy fared well compared to other European economies and kept growing, the labour market did not significantly improve (Boulhol, 2014). After the decline observed between 2004 and 2007, the unemployment rate among tertiary education graduates and young people generally rose between 2007 and 2013 (Rokicka et al., 2015) to fall again in later periods (Figure 2).

Despite the rise in the unemployment rate observed in the mid-2000’s, there is much evidence showing that educational attainment improves labour market prospects. The unemployment rate among recent higher education graduates in the fourth quarter of 2016 was estimated to be 12.6%, compared to more than 21.8% among all school leavers (Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 2017), which is a stable trend (Figure 2). The labour market situation of higher education graduates in Poland improves with time after graduation, particularly during the first two years after receiving a diploma, as data from the Labour Force Survey have shown (Federowicz and Sitek, 2011). In addition, compared to other educational groups, higher education graduates face a lower risk of not finding employment during times of economic slowdown (Jelonek and Kocór, 2015); they also find jobs faster if they are registered as unemployed.1

Despite this overall positive assessment, the labour market situation of graduates is quite diverse, which can be partially attributed to the type of studies (full-time vs part-time) and higher education institution (public vs non-public). As pointed out by Zbigniew Marciniak et al. (2013), the education system in Poland shifted from a purely elitist model to a model of diversified learning that needs to take into account the diversity in the level of students’ abilities, as well as their interests and goals in life to a much greater degree. While some students are undoubtedly still interested in and capable of pursuing research-oriented studies, the vast majority seek an education offering a solid set of skills, as well as the flexibility that enables them to perform various jobs and social roles. One symptom of this is the falling age of labour market entry in Poland (Federowicz and Sitek, 2011). According to the results of the Study of Human Capital in Poland (Bilans kapitału ludzkiego, BKL; Jelonek and Szklarczyk, 2013), there are several determinants of the labour market position of higher education graduates. The first one is the level of studies. In general, second cycle graduates find jobs, however the situation of engineers is already very good after graduating from the first cycle of studies. Second, the type of higher education institution (leading vs peripheral academic) affects employment chances. Third, the field of study and specialisation also matter. Based on the Labour Force Data, Iga Magda et al. (2014) assess that graduates of the technology and health fields have the lowest risk of unemployment two years after graduation, while those graduating from pedagogy, social sciences, services and agriculture are still struggling to find jobs. By the same token, graduates of health, technology, natural sciences, computer science and the humanities have higher chances of employment in high-skilled occupations. These outcomes seem to have an impact on educational choices. As highlighted by the researchers, “the aforementioned trends are at least partially reflected in the recently observed educational choices of young Poles. Faculties providing poor career prospects have been losing popularity” (Magda et al., 2014, sp. 62). This

1 People who graduated within 12 months before the survey and are not in education.
2 However, this effect may be partially attributed to the situation of graduates of medical studies, which is discussed later in the article.
includes, in particular, social and economic faculties, as well as pedagogical studies. The popularity of technical faculties and the exact sciences is increasing, which can be also linked to the restoration of the obligatory Matura exam in mathematics.

In 2005, Poland introduced the Bologna system. The majority of students in Poland attend both cycle of studies to obtain a Master’s degree before fully entering the labour market. Given the employment-related goals of students, as well as the large number of young people pursuing university degrees, monitoring the economic outcomes of higher education studies is an important aspect of assessing the quality of outcomes of higher education in Poland.

Methodology

Data

This paper is based on data from the second measurement of the ELA system. Before 2011, graduate tracking in Poland consisted of rather occasional research projects at some higher education institutions. The situation changed dramatically in 2011 with the introduction of the universal mandate for higher education institutions to track graduates 1, 3, and 5 years after graduation. At that time, a research team at the University of Warsaw designed a system for graduate tracking that would use administrative data from the Social Insurance Institution, encompassing information on every person working in the country. The system was ultimately not implemented at UW, but it was further developed into a national system. The ELA system was established by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education (Ministerstwo Nauki i Szkolnictwa Wyższego, MNiSW) in 2014.

The ELA system uses individual data extracted from two administrative registers. The first register is the POL-on system, which is owned by the MNiSW. The second one is the register of the Social Insurance Institution (Zakład Ubezpieczeń Społecznych, ZUS). In principle, relying on administrative data allows the monitoring system to cover the entire population of graduates. However, it also limits the analysis to the information collected by the respective administrations (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 2007; Wallgren and Wallgren 2007).

The POL-on system serves, among others, as a national register of students and graduates. The data exported to the ELA system include the following information on graduates: higher education institution, department or faculty, study programme, level of studies (BA vs MA), the mode of delivery (full-time vs part-time), the date of graduation, information on subsequent enrolment into a different study programme along with its characteristics.

The ZUS register provides data on graduates’ monthly contributions to the national social insurance system. The contributions are mandatory for the vast majority of the economically active population. Records of contributions include the following data:

- Labour market status, including the type of work arrangement (i.e. salaried worker, self-employed, unemployed, on maternity or parental leave);
- Basis for the amount of the social insurance contribution (podstawa wymiaru składki) – the amount used to calculate the contributions to be paid. For employed, this figure equals the wage in PLN in each month. For self-employed individuals, the amount declared in most cases is fixed at the minimum required level of 60% of the average wage in the economy and thus not indicative of income.

However, ZUS records cover only the Polish labour market and do not include any records of those who left the country.

---

3 For a project financed by the Educational Research Institute, Poland.
after graduation. Moreover, there is a type of work contract that is not registered by ZUS, namely the specific-task contract. This kind of contract is relatively rare. Specific-task contracts are the main form of employment for less than 0.5% of the working population and 1.8% among people aged 15–24. The nonstandard forms of employment are less common among people aged 25-29, i.e. the category that a typical graduate joins soon after attaining a diploma ( Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 2016). Information about these contracts does not appear in the data, while all employment contracts and self-employment arrangements are registered (Chłoń-Domińczak, Sowa and Topińska, 2017; Lewandowski, Sroński and Keister, 2015). Moreover, the analysis of the data clearly shows that the vast majority of higher education graduates enter the labour force in Poland and are present in the ZUS records.

Data from POL-on and ZUS registers can be accurately and effortlessly linked due to the adoption of the national identification number PESEL (Powszechny Elektroniczny System Ewidencji Ludności) as an ID in both databases. The implementation of the PESEL number makes the process of merging data simple and helps to avoid problems with data linking (mostly missed links and mislinks) experienced by other researchers who have to rely on a combination of variables such as sex, address, and date of birth (Chowdry, Crawford, Dearden, Goodman and Vignoles, 2013; Kim, Tamborini and Sakamoto, 2015; Oreopoulos, Wachter and Heisz, 2006). In order to protect the privacy of graduates, the PESEL number is replaced with a dummy ID in the process of data merging, which is administered by ZUS.

This study concentrates on the 171 751 graduates of master’s programmes (second-cycle or long-cycle studies) who finished their studies in 2014. In Poland, the Bachelor’s degree is still perceived as incomplete higher education (Grotkowska, 2011; Piróg, 2013). It is rather a “transitional” degree (Teichler, 2011) and a large share of graduates of first-cycle programmes pursue further education instead of entering the labour market (Zając, Jasiński and Bożykowski, forthcoming).

The model(s)

This paper investigates the factors affecting the employment chances of master’s degree holders with not one probit model but with eight models, one for every three months after graduation, i.e. in the third, sixth, ninth month, etc. All models include the same set of variables. The aim is to study changes in model parameters over time.

The dependent variable in the model is a dummy variable indicating whether a graduate has a steady job, i.e. an employment contract or is self-employed. Polish regulations also allow other forms of job contracts, including civil contracts and specific-task contracts. In principle, these forms of contracts are meant for temporary work, but they have become very extensively used. Sometimes they are nicknamed “junk contracts”, as they do not guarantee employment stability. On top of this, some junk contracts, namely specific-task contracts, are not registered in ZUS.

We use a probit model to predict the employment status of the graduates. The model provides the probabilities of being in employment in a given month for every graduate.

The prediction is based on the independent variables listed below:

- Sex;
- Age category – the age category in the year of graduation. Categories are: 25 or less and 26 or more. In the Polish education system, if someone has had no break or delay in his or her education, he or she would obtain a master’s degree at age of 25 or earlier;
- Size of place of residence – the category of the size of the place of residence: over 500 000 residents (large city); less than 500 000 but the city is a separate county
(medium-sized city); small town or village; unknown place of residence. Information on the place of residence is based on ZUS records. For some graduates, place of residence was not noted in ZUS records, usually when the person was not employed;

- Mode of studies – informs whether the graduate studied full-time or part-time;
- Type of HEI – informs whether the graduate studied at a public HEI, non-public HEI or ecclesiastical HEI. Only a small percent of graduates belongs to the last category. In general, public HEIs in Poland are considered more prestigious than non-public ones, and full-time studies in public HEIs are tuition-free;
- Field of study – informs on the field of study of the programme that a specific person graduated from. In Poland, study programmes are grouped into 8 fields: the humanities, medical and health sciences, natural sciences, agricultural sciences, social sciences, exact sciences, technical sciences, arts.
- Studying after graduation – a dummy variable; informs whether the graduate was enrolled in another study programme after graduation; it counts programmes started both before and after graduation.
- Job experience – a dummy variable; informs whether the graduate had any employment contract or was self-employed in the few months before graduation.

As the data cover the entire population of graduates, there is no need for statistical inference. Therefore, no significance levels will be reported in the text.

The model fit index

In this paper, we use a model fit index designed by Marek Styczeń and Mikołaj Jasiński (2012). The Styczeń-Jasiński model fit index (MFI$^{SJ}$) is suitable for models using a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), including logit and probit models.

The MFI$^{SJ}$ is one of the measures based on the comparison of likelihood ratios: for the full (unrestricted) model ($L_{UR}$) and for the null (restricted to an intercept) model ($L_{R}$). Its advantage over more popular measures, like Cox and Snell’s pseudo $R$-squared (1989) or Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R$-squared (1991), and McFadden’s pseudo $R$-squared (1974), is that it can be interpreted as a measure of the model’s lack of fit reduction. The MFI$^{SJ}$ is provided by the following formula:

$$MFI^{SJ} = \frac{(1 - L_R^{1/n}) - (1 - L_{UR}^{1/n})}{1 - L_R^{1/n}} = \frac{L_{UR}^{1/n} - L_R^{1/n}}{1 - L_R^{1/n}},$$

where: $n$ is the number of units in the population or sample size; $L_{UR}$ is the likelihood for the model, i.e. the product of the probabilities of consistency of the model predictions with actual values, and $L_r$ is the likelihood for the null model.

The $1/n$th power of likelihood ratios in the formula makes the result independent of the number of observations in the population or sample. It provides the geometric mean of the likelihood, i.e. the expected probability of the consistency of the model prediction with the actual value of a single observation.

Therefore:

- $1 - L_{UR}^{1/n}$ is the measure of the model’s lack of fit, and
- $1 - L_R^{1/n}$ is the measure of the lack of fit of the null model.

The MFI$^{SJ}$ formula is similar to well-known measures based on the method of least squares (Eta-squared and $R$-squared coefficients), which are also interpreted as measures of the model’s lack of fit reduction. In the models estimated with the method of

---

4 The exact number of months taken into account depends on the date of graduation – it is the consequence of data export procedures. In most cases it is about 6 months.
least squares, the models’ lack of fit is understood as Mean Squared Error.

Models using the method of least squares minimize the average square of the difference between the prediction and the actual value. The most optimal prediction is the one for which the average square is zero and ceteris paribus, the closer the measure is to zero, the better the model fitness. By analogy, the most optimal prediction for MFI would be one that assigns the probability of 1 to objects having the feature and the probability of 0 to those that do not have it. The closer the prediction gets to the optimal solution, the better the model fitness. The MFI, as well as the measures using the method of least squares, informs us of how close the model brings the result to the optimal prediction, with the null model being the starting point.

Results

The estimated model is well fitted to the data for the first quarter after graduation, but the fitness declines for models that are estimated for the following quarters. This is not surprising, since many of the independent variables in the model relate to the study programme. The more time passes from the moment of graduation, the smaller the impact of these features should be expected on labour market performance. Figure 3 demonstrates the decrease in model fitness.

The model fit index decreases step by step from 0.37 three months after graduation to 0.13 after the eighth quarter (two years after graduation).

The following figures (4 and 5) present the most important parameters of the model (complete information on model parameters is available in Table A1 in the appendix).

Figure 4 shows that people with job experience before graduation had much better chance of being in employment. This “bonus” shrinks over time, dropping from 2.1 three months after graduation to 0.8 two years after graduation. However, even after the decrease, pre-graduation work experience was still the most important factor for graduates’ employment chances after graduation.

Another factor improving the chances of being in employment was place of residence. Those living in a large city fared better in comparison with graduates living in small
Figure 4. Parameters for the chosen independent variables every three months for two years after graduation.

Figure 5. Parameters for the fields of studies every three months for two years after graduation.
tOWNS OR VILLAGES. LARGE CITIES OFFER MORE JOB OPPORTUNITIES, WHICH GOES HAND IN HAND WITH A LOWER UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. THE ESTIMATED BONUS FROM RESIDING IN A LARGE CITY DECREASES OVER TIME, AS PEOPLE FROM SMALLER LOCALITIES EVENTUALLY MANAGE TO FIND EMPLOYMENT.

WOMEN'S CHANCES OF BEING EMPLOYED WERE SLIGHTLY SMALLER IN THE FIRST YEAR AFTER GRADUATION THAN THOSE OF MEN, WHILE IN THE SECOND YEAR, THEY WERE ROUGHLY EQUAL.

PEOPLE PURSUING FURTHER EDUCATION WERE SLIGHTLY MORE LIKELY TO BE EMPLOYED THREE MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION THAN OTHERS. THIS IS LATER REVERSED. INITIALLY PURSUING FURTHER EDUCATION MOST LIKELY DOES NOT MEAN ENROLLING IN A NEW PROGRAMME, BUT RATHER CONTINUING THE PROGRAMME STARTED BEFORE THE ANALYSED GRADUATION. LATER, THOSE WHO ENROLLED IN A NEW PROGRAMME AFTER GRADUATION CONSTITUTE A MAJORITY. THIS MAY SUGGEST THAT THEY ARE NOT CONFIDENT THAT THEIR EDUCATION IS SUFFICIENT TO FACE THE LABOUR MARKET.

ALL IN ALL, THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES DIMINISHES OVER TIME, AS THOSE WHO ENTERED THE JOB MARKET ACCUMULATE MORE WORK EXPERIENCE.

A MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FIELD OF STUDY OFFERS SOME COUNTERINTUITIVE RESULTS. GRADUATES OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES WERE AMONG THOSE WHO WERE LEAST LIKELY TO BE EMPLOYED RIGHT AFTER GRADUATION. THEIR LABOUR MARKET PERFORMANCE WAS MUCH CLOSER TO THE ONE OF GRADUATES FROM ART PROGRAMMES THAN TO THE ONE OF HOLDERS OF A DEGREE IN THE EXACT SCIENCES.

THE ATYPICAL SHAPE OF THE CURVE FOR MEDICAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES SHOWN IN THE FIGURE 5 REQUIRES SOME EXPLANATION. IT STARTS WITH A STRONG INCREASE, THEN AFTER A WHILE IT DECREASES RAPIDLY, REACHING THE LOWEST VALUE 1.5 YEARS AFTER GRADUATION, AND THEN IT RISES AGAIN. THIS IS THE RESULT OF POLISH REGULATIONS REGARDING PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS. IN THE 3-4 MONTHS AFTER GRADUATION, THEY ALL START A TRAINING PERIOD IN A HOSPITAL (THIS IS WHY THE CHANCE FOR BEING EMPLOYED RISES IN THE 2ND QUARTER), WHICH LASTS FOR 13 MONTHS. THEN THEY HAVE A GAP IN EMPLOYMENT LASTING SEVERAL MONTHS (IN THE 6TH QUARTER) DURING WHICH THEY TAKE LICENSURE EXAMS. IF THEY PASS, THEY START REGULAR EMPLOYMENT OR RESIDENCY. THIS IS THE REASON FOR THE INCREASE OF THE COEFFICIENT OBSERVED IN THE 7TH AND 8TH QUARTERS.

THE ESTIMATED PARAMETERS OF OTHER VARIABLES USED IN THE MODEL (SEE THE APPENDIX), THAT IS THE TYPE OF STUDY (FULL-TIME VS PART-TIME) AS WELL AS THE TYPE OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION (PUBLIC VS PRIVATE) WERE CLOSE TO ZERO, WHICH INDICATES THAT THESE CHARACTERISTICS WERE NOT AFFECTING EMPLOYMENT CHANCES.

WHILE THE SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS TEND TO HAVE SYSTEMATICALLY DECREASING SIGNIFICANCE FOR GRADUATES’ EMPLOYMENT CHANCES, THE INFLUENCE OF THE FIELD OF STUDY REMAINS MORE OR LESS STABLE. THIS COULD BE EXPLAINED BY THE FACT THAT THE AVAILABLE CAREER PATHS LARGELY DEPEND ON THE FIELD OF STUDY. FOR INSTANCE, ONLY GRADUATES HOLDING DEGREES IN MEDICAL SCIENCES CAN WORK AS PHYSICIANS AND IT IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY THAT THESE GRADUATES COMPETE FOR JOBS WITH THE GRADUATES OF TECHNICAL OR SOCIAL SCIENCES.

CONCLUSIONS

equipping students with skills for lifelong learning that allow them to further develop their human capital after graduation.

Furthermore, our analysis indicates that the mode of studies as well as the type of higher education institution are not decisive factors for finding a job after graduation. Part-time study programmes as well as private institutions, despite being frequently discredited in the public debate on labour market outcomes, do not reduce the chances of employment of their graduates. In fact, many students in these types of institutions have jobs even before graduation, which boosts their chances of employment after they finish studying.

The results of the estimated probit models indicate that the impact of certain individual characteristics diminishes over time. This relates in particular to pre-graduation job experience as well as place of residence – the premium for living in a larger city with a better labour market becomes smaller. It is worth noting that the gender gap in the employment of graduates is small and decreasing.

Our results confirm the role of the field of study. As one could expect, technical and medical studies provide the greatest chances of finding employment. In the case of the latter field, the model also shows the consequences of administrative regulations regarding post-study training, certifying exams, and further residence employment. These regulations lead to a gap in graduate employment typically lasting about three months. During that period, many of the graduates register as unemployed, presumably to maintain access to health insurance. Introducing health care coverage after medical training and during the run-up to the exam could reduce the inefficiency of the current solution, since many of these graduates are not actually unemployed. (They do not satisfy the conditions to be called unemployed: they are neither looking for a job nor ready to begin a job – they are simply preparing for the medical exam).

Graduates of the arts and natural sciences have more difficulties in finding jobs. In the case of the latter group, the result is consistent with the findings from the international Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC), showing that graduates of the natural sciences in Poland have lower literacy and numeracy skills compared to their peers from the OECD 22 countries participating in the survey (Rynko, 2013).

The models are but one example of an in-depth analysis of graduates’ labour market performance made possible thanks to the introduction of the ELA system, which goes beyond the reports published by MNiSW. While the official monitoring portal plays an important role by offering public access to automatic reports summarising the labour market outcomes of various groups of graduates, the data allow a far more complex analysis of graduates’ early careers.

This paper does not exhaust the potential of ELA data. It focuses on employment probabilities, which is just one dimension of labour market performance. The dataset in the ELA system also includes information on wages, which will be analysed in the future. As the ELA system develops and provides information for the period of five years after graduation as well as for further cohorts of graduates, it will play an increasing role in supporting young people in their decisions regarding areas of study and higher education institutions, aiding students in their choice of further working paths, assisting the managers of higher education institutions in study programme development as well as informing higher education policy making at the national level.
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Appendix

Table A1
Parameters of the model predicting the employment situation every three months for two years after graduation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Quarters after graduation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job experience</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (F vs M)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduated at 26+</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-public HEI (vs public)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecclesiastical HEI (vs public)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying after graduation</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large cities (vs small towns or villages)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-sized cities (vs small towns or villages)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown residence (vs small towns or villages)</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and health sciences (vs. humanities)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural sciences (vs humanities)</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural sciences (vs humanities)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social sciences (vs humanities)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact sciences (vs humanities)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical sciences (vs humanities)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts (vs humanities)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>